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Wavelength monitor based on two single-quantum-well absorbers
sampling a standing wave pattern
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We demonstrate a wavelength monitor and a two-wavelength detector based on two
single-quantum-well absorbers that sample a standing wave created by a distributed Bragg reflector.
As a wavelength monitor, our device is power independent over a 15 dB range. Wavelength
discrimination is linear over a 12 nm range. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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The recent growth in wavelength division multiplexin
has increased the demand for easy-to-integrate wavelen
sensitive photodetectors and wavelength monitors. Vari
devices have been proposed for wavelength-sensitive ph
detectors, including Fabry–Perot resonator devices,1 tunable
filters integrated with a photodetector,2 and Mach–Zehnde
designs for wavelength demultiplexing.3 A class of devices
based on thin absorbers in standing waves was proposed4 and
one such device, a detector capable of rejecting a spe
wavelength, was demonstrated.5 Wavelength monitors are
necessary to monitor channel characteristics and system
formance. Traditional grating spectrometers, wavemet
concatenated fiber gratings,6 y-branch integrated monitors,7

and dual metal–semiconductor–metal~MSM! detectors with
different finger spacing,8 have been demonstrated for wav
length monitoring.

We demonstrate a device that contains two thin-abso
photodetectors at different points in a standing wave. O
device can function as a wavelength monitor, a tw
wavelength detector, or a detector that rejects a single,
lected wavelength. It is a surface-normal device that could
readily integrated with silicon electronics or made into den
arrays. Our device samples the standing wave pattern;
only a small fraction of the incoming signal is absorbed. T
light that is not absorbed is reflected and can be reused.
to the device structure, operation is relatively insensitive
temperature changes.

The device structure is shown in Fig. 1. An incident lig
beam is reflected by a distributed Bragg reflector~DBR! and
a standing wave is created in the device. The device ha
antireflection coating on the top surface; thus it is no
Fabry–Perot resonator. The thin absorbers sample the s
ing wave pattern. Figure 1 shows the extreme case where
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absorber is placed at a null of the standing wave while
other is placed at a peak. The peaks and nulls of the stan
wave shift position as the wavelength changes. If an abso
lies at a null of the standing wave then there is no absorp
by that absorber. Conversely, if the absorber is at a peak
absorption will be a maximized. Thus, as the wavelength
light varies, the absorption at each absorber also varies
our device we used quantum wells as the absorbers s
they are only;l/25 thick.

The signals from the two photodiodes can be combin
in a normalized differential, ‘‘~A2B!/~A1B!’’ fashion
~where A is the signal from the top photodiode and B is t
signal from the bottom photodiode! to make a wavelength
monitor that is power independent, and we have dem
strated this operation. In another mode one may detect
wavelengths simultaneously and independently by choos
one wavelength to have a node at the bottom photodi
while the other has a node at the top photodiode. The de
detectsl1 while rejectingl2 and vice versa. With appropri
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,

FIG. 1. Schematic of the device with a standing wave for a single wa
length with a zero phase change at the mirror. Mesas are etched to the
the bottom n regions. Contacts are then placed on the top n, p, and bott
regions. The contacts are used to extract the photocurrent from the
quantum wells and for reverse biasing the two diodes.
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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ate spacer thickness, the rejection ratio is maximized and
postprocessing of the electrical outputs is necessary.

In general, two photodiodes give two independent pie
of information. For example, we can determine both wa
length and power of a signal simultaneously. Alternative
we can measure power at two different known waveleng

The device was grown by solid-source molecular be
epitaxy ~MBE! on ani GaAs ~001! wafer. The device is an
n– i –p– i –n structure grown on a DBR mirror. The DBR
was grown with 7.5 pairs of AlAs/Al0.13Ga0.87As and a GaAs
cap layer. The wafer was removed from the growth cham
to measure the reflectivity. The reflectivity was then c
rected by adding a GaAs spacer and the remaining se
pairs of AlAs/Al0.13Ga0.87As were grown. Each absorber is
single 95 Å GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As quantum well. In addition to
the quantum well, eachi region consists of a transpare
superlattice of alternating pairs of 20 Å GaAs/20
Al0.4Ga0.6As, which acts as a suitable substrate for growin
single quantum well,9 and a region of Al0.4Ga0.6As. Both n
regions were doped at;1.431018cm23; the bottom n re-
gion has a thickness of 0.5mm and the top n region a thick
ness of 0.3mm. The p region was doped at;231018cm3

and has a thickness of 0.5mm. The temperature during
growth of the p region was lowered to 525 °C to decre
dopant diffusion.10 Standard photolithography and w
chemical etching were used to make 300 and 600mm square
mesas. A Si3N4 antireflection coating was deposited on t
of the mesas and metal ring contacts were made to the p
both n regions, followed by wire bonding.

The diodes were reverse biased at 2.5 V and the ph
current from the two diodes was simultaneously measu
while under illumination from a tunable Ti31:Al 2O3 laser.
The signal from each diode is shown in Fig. 2. With bet
thickness control during growth we would have the ca
shown in Fig. 1 where there is a null at 830 nm for t
bottom detector and a peak at 830 nm for the top detec
The top diode rejects 823 nm and is a strong detector for
nm. There is a 22 dB rejection ratio between these two wa
lengths. The bottom diode on the other hand is a strong
tector of 848 nm and rejects 830 nm with a rejection ratio
22 dB. The top photodiode has a peak external quan
efficiency of 2.1%~responsivity of 0.015 A/W!. The bottom
photodiode has a peak external quantum efficiency of 4

FIG. 2. Photocurrent spectrum from the top and bottom quantum wells
shown on the left axis. The mirror reflection is shown on the right axis.
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at the exciton peak~responsivity of 0.029 A/W!. For the
bottom diode there is a nonzero amount of photocurren
790 nm. This is most likely because the superlattice is
completely transparent, with some absorption caused by
Urbach tail of the superlattice. The thickness of the super
tice is 200 times that of the quantum well; thus a weak ba
tail absorption coefficient can give relatively significant a
sorption overall. There is a dip in the photocurrent at 823
caused by an unintended null in the DBR mirror reflectiv
at 823 nm, as seen in Fig. 2.

To create a wavelength monitor we measured the ph
currents from the two diodes simultaneously, recording a
ferential photocurrent@‘‘ ~A2B!/~A1B!’’ #. The results for
various power levels are shown in Fig. 3. As seen in Fig
the device is power insensitive over the tested range of 3
mW to 1.38 mW. The device can be used as a wavelen
sensitive detector from 835 to 847 nm. In that region t
response can be fit by a line with a slope of 0.1325 nm21.
The R2 value of the linear fit is 0.99. Using this linear ap
proximation an accuracy of60.25 nm is achieved. The ac
curacy is much better if we use a look-up table.

FIG. 4. An example of how postprocessing can be used to reject a si
wavelength. In this case the wavelength was 840 nm. The weighting th
needed is signal5A-0.927*B. The intensity of the signal at other wave
lengths is proportional to power.

re
FIG. 3. ~A2B!/~A1B! where A is the top diode’s photocurrent and B is th
bottom diode’s photocurrent, for different power levels from 35.4mW to
1.38 mW. A straight line approximation from 835 to 847 nm has a slope
0.1325 nm21.
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If the spacer thicknesses are not optimized, the electr
signals may be postprocessed to extract desired informa
The response of each photodiode with respect to wavele
can be viewed as a filter acting on the incoming light. Giv
the filter response of each diode it is possible, to weigh
signals and combine them to reject any single wavelen
Proper weighing to reject 840 nm is shown in Fig. 4. W
the rejection of a single wavelength there is another wa
length that is also rejected due to the periodic nature of
two filters. The intensities of two known wavelengths can
determined by this method. By rejecting one of the wa
lengths of interest we can determine the power at the o
wavelength, and vice versa.

It is important that wavelength monitors are temperat
insensitive. The two main effects that temperature has on
device are changes in refractive index and movement of
absorption edge. We heated the device from 22 to 59.5
and measured~A2B!/~A1B! signals at a fixed power leve
Figure 5 shows the results at three temperatures. The de
has a temperature shift of 0.27Å/°C, in the wavelength
range from 830 to 845 nm. At larger wavelengths than 8

FIG. 5. ~A2B!/~A1B! vs wavelength for different temperatures.
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nm the temperature shift is much larger due to exciton a
band gap effects. The relatively small shifts with respect
temperature can be attributed to the device composi
(Al0.4Ga0.6As) and operating far from its band edge.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a device based
two absorbers in a standing wave that has many poss
functions depending on how the electrical output of the t
photodiodes are combined. It would be straightforward
integrate the electrical output of our monitor into a feedba
loop to stabilize the wavelength of a diode laser. We ha
also demonstrated a detector that can reject any single w
length. This idea could be extended to many photodetect
The number of photodetectors determines the number o
dependent pieces of information that can be determined.
design could be improved by operating in a wavelen
range that is farther from the exciton wavelength, where
device would not be as sensitive to temperature fluctuatio
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